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Objets de Luxe have always enjoyed a dedicated following – in this globalized age, the desire to 
rediscover the true luxury of fine pieces, produced in small volume and with a sense of heritage has 
led to ever increasing interest and demand. Our watchwords at PULLMAN are quality, authenticity 
and rarity, and creations by Cartier, Hermès, Tiffany, Dunhill and Asprey, well represented on these 
pages, convey a spirit of tradition and are synonymous with these virtues.
 
Many in the creative world claim individuality, but in the case of Louis Vuitton the truth is self-evident. 
The unmistakable 1896 Monogramme canvas that made the company so famous is etched indelibly 
into the story of modern luxury, and their contemporary creations remain redolent of designs that 
were de rigeur more than a century ago. In this issue we pay tribute to their illustrious history with a 
special 10 page supplement celebrating the 125th anniversary of Vuitton’s first London store.
 
‘Speed Kings’, in their heyday rivalling today’s celebrity culture, found common ground racing at 
Brooklands ‘Mecca of Speed’. Meetings were conducted along horse-racing lines (the track was 
humorously known as ‘Ascot on Wheels’) and staged in a garden party atmosphere. A much 
adulated figure in the years when record-breaking was considered an important challenge by a whole 
generation, was Sir Malcolm Campbell. To mark the 75th anniversary of his successful attempt on 
the World Land Speed Record in 1935, John Elwell has entirely hand-made a unique, incomparably 
crafted sculptural model of Campbell’s record-breaking, Brooklands-built ‘Blue Bird’. Campbell’s 
covetable and equally unique 120 mph speed badge also offered here is a reminder of his singular 
achievements on the banked circuit.  A Brooklands emphasis continues with a unique, fine scale 
Sterling silver model of the historic vintage Bentley Special ’Mother Gun’, with extraordinary attention 
devoted to detail, originally presented to HRH Prince Michael of Kent.
 
Elsewhere in these pages, two powerfully erotic bronzes by Bruno Zach prove the point that the 
acclaimed Austrian artist was the absolute master of eroticism. François Bazin, an artist of equal 
distinction, renders a mythical Greek Centaur in a powerful and original manner.
 
This 37th issue of PULLMAN magazine - our largest ever – showcases these and many more fine 
pieces, sourced from all corners of the globe. We hope you enjoy reading it, and we thank you again 
for your interest.
 
Until next time,
 
Simon Khachadourian

Email: gallery@pullmangallery.com
www.pullmangallery.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 7930 9595
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Mixology: (from bottom left) a distinctive and elegant pair of cocktail goblets circa 
1926 by the esteemed Parisian Maison Desny. Geometric designs created by 
Desny during the 1920s were directly influenced by the Cubist movement Ref 4343; 
a stylish Art Deco silver-plated cocktail shaker with stepped and scalloped detail, 
English, circa 1930 Ref 4371; an unusual heavy glass shaker, hand-decorated with 
engaging Alpine winter scene. Czechoslovakian, circa 1930 Ref 4373; and an 
unusual shaker, realistically fashioned as a Champagne bottle. Ref 4017



English class: (above, clockwise from left) a rare 
Victorian large-size crocodile travelling cigar case 
of undisputed quality, the removable sliding interior 
with space for up to 20 cigars of double Corona 
size. Marked Philip Harris & Co, former Bond 
Street purveyors of luxury goods Ref 4366; a 
large Victorian crocodile folding desk companion, 

fitted with large and small compartments for 
stationery essentials. Signed Asprey, London Ref 
4365; supreme quality in the shape of a rarely 
seen Edwardian crocodile-skin travelling bar of 
cylindrical form. Silver-plated curved flasks 
marked GIN, FRENCH and ITALIAN surround  
a cocktail shaker-flask with integral strainer.  

By Fortnum & Mason, London circa 1910 Ref 
3009; rare Art Deco table lighter and inset 
hexagonal clock, finished in silver-plate with 
decorative crocodile trim. German, circa 1920 
Ref 3246; ‘Giant’ silver-plated table lighter finished 
in crocodile, circa 1930s. Ref 3361

PULLMAN Issue No: 374

Luxe Familiar

A large and unusual Victorian cigar box in the form 
of a snarling crocodile, the horn body with carved 
ebonized legs, the hinged head opening to reveal a 
compartment for cigars. American, circa 1900. Length 
24 inches (60 cms). Ref 4668
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Set to please: a hugely rare, complete set of 12 silver-mounted horn 
beakers, the tapered cups engraved with silver banding to the rim, each 
decorated with monogrammed silver shield, complete with original fitted 
leather travelling case. Hallmarked Brockwell, London 1876. Height of 
largest beaker 7 1/2 inches (19 cms). Ref 4364

Maison Goyard

House style: a superior travelling drinks set from Maison Goyard, 
venerable Parisian trunk maker of 19th century pedigree. The stylish set 
comprises a leather carrying case, four large flasks, six tapered beakers 
and a funnel. A 1920s rarity that is a reminder of the Award of Honour 
to the makers at the 1915 Exposition des Arts Decoratifs. The Duke 
of Windsor, Pablo Picasso and John D. Rockefeller, among others, all 
travelled with Goyard luggage. Ref 4337



PULLMAN Issue No: 376

Dice de Luxe

Marking time: (above, clockwise from left) Hermès: a timepiece of precision 
and perfection in the form of a rare ‘Cube’ desk clock, comprising clock, 
perpetual calendar, compass, barometer and thermometer, the nickel-plated 
rotating body mounted on stepped plinth, signed Hermès Paris, circa 1935 
Ref 4375; Hermès: a typically stylish pair of heavy silver-plated ashtrays 
fashioned as dice, with deep bowl to the centre signed Hermès Paris  Ref 
4116; an intriguing silvered bronze ‘Dice’ desk clock. Signed Imhof Geneva, 
circa 1950 Ref 4376; and an unusually large set of five Bakelite poker dice, 
American c1920. Ref 4334

Nautical influence: Asprey, London: a rare surviving pair of 1930’s glass 
cocktail shakers in the style of traditional ship’s lanterns, denoting port and 
starboard. English circa 1935. Ref 4669

(Opposite)
A breed apart: amusing Sterling silver condiment set of unusual quality, cast 
as a trio of glass-eyed genial frogs, the mustard spoon imaginatively conjured 
as a forked tongue. In perfect condition and hallmarked Comyns, London 
1970. Ref 4367

Send it by semaphore: novel rare and unusual Edwardian Sterling silver 
table cigar lighter in the shape of a finely detailed miniature lighthouse. 
Hallmarked London, 1911. Height: 10 inches (25 cms) Ref 4332; unusual 
silver-plated cigar box, the lid enamelled with the alphabet in semaphore 
signals, cedar lined to the interior. American, circa 1930s. Length: 6½ inches 
(16 cms) Ref 4377; Art Deco inspired Sterling silver cigarette case, profusely 
decorated with the 40 semaphore flag signals representing the International 
Code of Signals and 10 numeral pennants. Interior inscribed, with flag 
symbols to the reverse, denote marine forecasts Ref 3235; Cartier: an 
excellent Sterling silver hipflask, enamelled  to the front with a message in 
semaphore flag signals. Signed Cartier Sterling Ref 3384; Tiffany: a fine 
Sterling silver and enamel hipflask, with greetings conveyed by semaphore 
flags. Signed Tiffany, American, circa 1925 Ref 4373. 
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Signal station: (top left) an unusual cooler 
in the form of a lighthouse lamp, the heavy 
facetted glass and silver body, contained 
within a conforming silver frame and circular 
foot. German circa 1910. Height 16 inches 
(40 cms). Ref 3471

Timeless appeal: (left) a select pair of fine 
silver-plated Champagne buckets by noted 
French designer Luc Lanel for the ocean liner 
‘Normandie’, c.1936, exhibiting the hallmarks 
of Art Deco styling to great effect in the form 
of a distinctive fluted design motif. Height of 
each: 10 inches (25 cms). Ref 3636
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Cool conscious: a massive, heavy-gauge Sterling silver 
Champagne cooler, with decorative detailing to the rim, 
and mounted on a stepped plinth, marked 925 STERLING. 
American, circa 1950s. Capable of chilling an entire case of 
Champagne, this magnificent cooler is the largest solid silver 
example we have seen. Bon viveurs kindly step forward.  
Ref 4379 

Diameter 24 inches (60 cms). 

Coupe de Ville
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Frame-up

Picture this: (from left) a very stylish 1950s Sterling silver frame, stamped 
HERMÈS PARIS. Height: 11 inches (28 cms) Ref 4357; quite exceptional 
1930s Sterling silver Art Deco frame of significant size by Cartier, with 
18ct gold ’screw’ detail to the border. The arched top fitted with a Swiss-
made Cartier 8-day timepiece, complete with fitted Cartier case and key. 
Height: 20 inches (50 cms) Ref 3172; a fine Sterling silver American 
vanity looking glass or picture frame. Hallmarked Tiffany & Co. Ref 4005; 
a large 1930s American Art Deco shagreen and nickel frame with velvet 
easel back and moiré silk lining. Height: 16 inches (40 cms) Ref 4374; 
and an appealing 1940s Sterling silver and shagreen Art Deco frame by 
Black Starr Gorham. Height: 13 1/2 inches (34 cms) Ref 4084

Framework: (right) a stylish circular chrome-plated photograph frame 
from Gucci, mounted on a cylindrical base, set against the Florentine 
maker’s hallmark fabric. Marked GUCCI ITALY to the base, circa 1970 
Ref 3382; a large-scale oval wooden photograph frame of novel design, 
embellished with applied silver ‘spiders’ flanking the frame’s edging. Base 
fitted with silver-plated angular feet, looped rest to the back. American, 
circa 1950. Ref 2802
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Beauty and the Beast
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Gifted idea: a large and historically significant Sterling silver 
table cigar lighter in the shape of a mythical dragon passant,  
the detachable head of the gigantic reptile forming the wick holder. 
The base engraved H.R.H.THE DUKE OF KENT FROM THE  
BUFFS 29th NOVEMBER 1934. Hallmarked Goldsmiths and 
Silversmiths Company London 1934, and presented in original fitted 
case.  Length: 10 inches (25 cms). Ref 4339 

Provenance: Commissioned by the Royal East Kent Regiment  
(The Buffs) as a wedding gift to Prince George, Duke of Kent (1902-
1942) and Princess Marina of Greece and Denmark. 

Veteri Frondescit Honore: (Its Ancient Honour Flourishes)  
inscribed to the base is the motto of the Royal East Kent Regiment 
(The Buffs), one of the earliest British infantry regiments of the line. 
The imaginary fire-breathing creature depicted reveals a debt to the 
Griffin (or Gryphon), a Greek mythological quadruped with foreparts 
resembling an eagle and the hindquarters of a lion, often used as a 
heraldic device. 

The Dragon’s Tale
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‘Mother Gun’: one to thrill the hearts of Bentley connoisseurs. A unique 
and important model of the 1928 Le Mans-winning Bentley, known by the 
nom de course ‘Mother Gun’, commissioned by the Institute of the Motor 
Industry, and presented to their president, HRH Prince Michael of Kent,  
to commemorate his record-breaking achievement behind the wheel of 
the vintage Special in 1992. Finished in parcel-gilt Sterling silver, mounted 
on an ebonised wooden base bearing two inscribed plaques, and 
complete with fitted glass display case and bespoke black travelling case. 
Length: 12 inches (30 cms). Ref 4338

The Bentley marque is rich in heritage and history, and by 1928, the 
‘Bentley Boys’ had come of age. Woolf Barnato, playboy, sportsman, 
financier and chairman of Bentley Motors, partnered by Bernard Rubin, 
drove the 4.4-litre prototype to victory at Le Mans in the same year. 
‘Mother Gun’, the name given to the works entry by ‘Babe’ Barnato, was 
successfully campaigned by Brooklands Outer Circuit exponent Richard 
Marker (who claimed his BARC 120 mph badge at the wheel) and 
Margaret Allan. ‘Mother Gun’ was later acquired by Brooklands tuning 
ace Robin Jackson, responsible for the wind-cheating, single-seater 
configuration of the restyled Bentley-Jackson. 

Exhibited 2001: Supermodels, The Goldsmiths’ Company. 
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Hand held: a genuine rarity of the Great War period  
in the form of a Sterling silver table lighter modelled on 
the No.5 Mills hand grenade, complete with simulated 
triggering pin and deeply notched surface. Inscription 
reads: To Brig. Gen Sir C. W. King, KCMG, MVO, from 
old members of this staff, R.N.M and A.E.T. 1918.  
The Mills bomb, designed by William (later Sir William) 
Mills during the First World War, was the first  
modern fragmentation weapon, and first ‘safe’ hand-
held grenade used in the trenches. Commonly known 
as ‘the pin and pineapple’, the name grenade arguably 
derives from the shape of the pomegranate: in  
the French language the name for the fruit is the  
same – grenade. Signed and hallmarked Mappin and 
Webb, Birmingham, 1918. Height: 4 inches (10 cms). 
Ref 4368

For this relief: a meticulously detailed 1910 Sterling 
silver Edwardian cigar cutter modelled on a Boer War 
field gun, by Edward Dimes. A memorable tribute to the 
formidable 4.7 inch gun carriage contrived by Captain 
Scott RN, and employed onshore by the Royal Navy 
brigade to counter enemy long-range artillery during 
the historic relief of Ladysmith in the Second Boer War 
(1899-1902) fought by the British in South Africa. Relief 
of the besieged town of Ladysmith caused widespread 
jubilation in Britain. Hallmarked London, 1910. Length 
overall 15 1/2 inches (39 cms). Ref 4331

The Art of War
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The Gathering Storm

The struggle for Europe: a beautifully made Sterling silver and 
enamelled cigar box of historical interest, made by Asprey in 1939, on 
the threshold of war in Europe. The engraving to the lid distinctly maps 
out the Ligne Maginot (marked in blue enamel), the French defensive 
position named after defence minister Andre Maginot, and the pre-war 
German Siegfried defensive line (in red enamel), opposite. Dover Straits, 
with the British fleet at readiness, and a compass are also depicted. The 
engine-turned and fluted box bearing an ornamental scroll with the 
legend  Ils ne passeront pas (They shall not pass). A defensive strategy 
known as the ‘Maginot Mentality’ failed to prevent crushing defeat on the 
Western Front, leading to the fall of France in June 1940. Hallmarked 
Asprey, 1939. Width: 9 inches (24 cms). Ref 4360
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The Right Crowd and No Crowding: the motto expressed perfectly the aims and ideals of the 
select Brooklands Automobile Racing Club. Any BARC member who was officially timed on the 
banked circuit at 120 mph or over received a speed award in recognition of the successful attempt. 
A representation of ‘heavy metal’ duelling on the Members’ (or Home) Banking was designed 
specifically for the shield-shaped badge by Frederick Gordon Crosby (1886-1943) the most 
influential motoring artist of the period. Each badge, enamelled to the face, with wings atop bearing 
the BROOKLANDS legend, was personal to the member, stamped to the rear and mounted on a 
chrome base. 

The 120 mph badge featured is one of the most historically important ever awarded - to ‘racing 
motorist’ Sir Malcolm Campbell (1885-1948), one of the most prominent figures (and shareholders) 
in the history of Brooklands ‘cradle of speed’. Reverse inscribed Capt. Sir Malcolm Campbell 
4.8.30. Height: 5 inches (13 cms)  Ref 4340

The Fast Set

Rear detail
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301.129 mph

Sir Malcolm Campbell (1885-1948), holder of nine Land Speed Records between 1924-
1935, made legitimate claim to being one of the most successful ‘Speed Kings’ in a series  
of high speed record breaking cars inspired by Nobel Prize laureate Maurice Maeterlinck’s 
play The Blue Bird. Campbell is chiefly remembered for setting his final World Land Speed  
record 75 years ago (in the Rolls-Royce engined Blue Bird, built at his Brooklands sheds) 
timed at 301.129 mph at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah.

The supercharged V12 Rolls-Royce powered Blue Bird was designed by Reid Railton, the 
respected land and water speed vehicle engineer responsible for Sir Malcolm Campbell’s 
record cars from 1931-35. English coachbuilders Gurney Nutting supplied the modernist 
streamlined body and twin rear wheels were fitted to improve traction.
 
Blue Bird ran at Daytona Beach, Florida in early 1935, when Campbell raised the record 
to 276.82 mph, but poor traction on the uneven sand prompted a move to Bonneville  
Salt Flats, Utah. The Great Salt Lake Desert was therefore the scene of his final triumph 
on 3rd September 1935, when Campbell covered the Flying Mile at 301.129 mph, apogee 
of his record-breaking career.
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Blue Bird: a unique, wonderfully evocative sculpted model of the 1935 Land Speed Record-breaking Blue Bird, 
superbly crafted by John Elwell (born 1949) and displaying his signature style of hand-formed aluminium panels 
constructed over a space frame. Taking around 600 hours to manufacture, the attention to detail in the cockpit 
is meticulous, and both wheels and tyres are cast in aluminium from a bespoke mould. Signed and numbered,  
1/1; dated 2010. Ref 4667
 
Length: 52 inches (132 cms).

Rear View
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Making it plane: a display model of quality and interest 
of the Aeronautica Macchi MC-72 racing seaplane, 
designed by Mario Castoldi. The experimental 
streamlined seaplane made its maiden flight in 1931, 

setting a new aviation World Speed Record over water 
in 1933 at 424 mph (682 kmh/h). Of recent origin and 
considered unique. Wingspan: 24 inches (61 cms). 
Ref 4402

Alfredo Lalia (Italian born 1907): ‘Targa Florio 
1949’, rare original poster, linen-mounted. Italian 
dated 1949. 36 x 24 inches (90 x 60 cms).  
Ref 4390

Erberto Carboni ‘VIII Campionato Provinciale 
Automobilistico’. Original poster, Italian, circa 
1930. 40 x 29 inches (100 x 70 cms). Ref 3068

‘1951 Mille Miglia’ – rare original poster depicting 
the route of the classic 1000 mile race won  
by ‘Gigi’ Villoresi in a Vignale-bodied Ferrari  
340 MM in 1951. Linen-mounted. 40 x 29 inches 
(100 x 70 cms). Ref 4391

A. Fiorini: ‘1er Circuito Automobilistico Di Ferrara’. 
Original poster dated 1949. Linen mounted.   
40 x 29 inches (100 x 70 cms). Ref 3126

Pullman Car: extreme rarity represented 
by two superb examples of the invincible 
supercharged Alfa Romeo P2 by CIJ 
(Compagnie Industrielle du Jouet), ranking 
among the best of the quality toymakers. 
Both clockwork tinplate models are from the 
coveted first series, circa 1925. Finished in the 
exceptionally scarce green and rosso corsa 
livery respectively, the former is complete 
with original key. Length: 22 inches (56 cms).  
Ref 4106, 4124

43
91

31
26
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Snow bound: (clockwise, from left) a beguiling mix of 
French Art Deco pieces in the form of Au Sommet by Milland, 
the bronze depicting a skier ready for his ascent. Signed and 
mounted on a stepped Nero marble base Ref 4356; a rare 
green and marble ski-themed mantel clock Ref 4393; La 
Descente, a bronze by Leon Brunswick. Signed and marked 

CHAMONIX to the base Ref 4355; a bronze sculpture of a 
ski-jumper by American artist Edward Bruce Douglas. 
Signed and mounted on a terracotta base Ref 4342; and, of 
Swiss descent, Vers le Matterhorn, the bronze portraying a 
cross-country skier, and mounted on a marble base Ref 
4354. All dating from the 1920s.

‘Crans sur Sierre, Valais-Suisse. A rare original poster published in Lausanne 
in 1938. Linen-mounted.  40 x 25 inches (100 x 70 cms). Ref 4392

‘Davos Parsenn Cable Railway’. Original poster circa 1940. Linen 
mounted. 40 x 25 inches (100 x 70 cms). Ref 3248
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Emil Cardinaux (Swiss 1877 – 1936): ‘St. Moritz’, an extremely rare original poster created in 1918 in the large Swiss ‘Weltformat’ size.   
50 x 36 inches (128 x 90 cms). Backed on acid-free Japan paper. Ref 4386
 
Note: this remarkable poster ranks amongst the finest and rarest of all winter sports images. Printed in 1918, it embodies all of the elements 
the astute collector requires – a serene, wooded, snowy landscape, a skiing party, the ultimate resort and of course the definitive artist.
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Adolfo Hohenstein (Italian, b.1854): ‘Monaco, 
Canots Automobiles Mars-Avril 1900’, an 
extremely rare original poster, published in 1900. 
Linen mounted. 48 x 32 inches (120 x 80 cms). 
Ref 4387

Note: Hohenstein joined the Italian poster 
company Ricordi in 1889, and created some of 
the finest Art Nouveau posters until he departed 
for Germany, in 1906. Known as ‘The father of 
the Italian poster’, his works are highly sought-
after today.

Adolfo Hohenstein (Italian, b.1854): ‘Monte 
Carlo Tir aux Pigeons, Février-Mars-Avril 1900’.  
A rare original poster, published in 1900. Linen 
mounted. 48 x 32 inches (120 x 80 cms).  
Ref 4388

Jules-Alexandre Grün (1868-1938) ‘Monaco 
Motorboat Racing, 1905’. Rare, original poster 
dated 1905. Linen mounted, framed and glazed. 
48 x 32 inches (120 x 80 cms). Ref 3024 

La Belle Époque

4387
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Nothing epitomises the Belle Époque more than 
Monaco, the tiny but enchanting principality 
ruled by the Grimaldi dynasty for over 700 years. 
Francois Blanc, director of gaming and dubbed 
‘the Magician of Monte Carlo’ was responsible 
for putting the casino, theatres and luxury hotels 
on the map and the so-called ‘magnificent 
district’ quickly became adopted by European 
royalty, and the rich, famous (and infamous).
 

Belle Époque is forever associated with the 
decorative style known as Art Nouveau, 
characterised by curvilinear forms and influenced 
by classical and oriental references. The ‘new 
art’ movement was the dominant progressive 
design during the Belle Époque and the position 
of German artist, illustrator and stage designer 
Adolfo Hohenstein (1854-1928) in its vanguard, 
was hugely influential.
 

On these pages we feature three of the most 
prized original Monaco posters  created by 
Hohenstein and his French contemporary Jules 
Alexandre Grün (1868-1934). Their ability to 
capture the spirit of Belle Époque with immediacy 
was uncontested, evoking an era when the fin 
de siècle art movement memorably informed 
important poster design.

4388 3024



Bank on it: a rare commodity in the form of a hugely grand banking hall 
clock, originally installed in the principal branch of Chemical Bank on Wall 
Street during the 1930s. A polished steel case of hexagonal outline 
houses the accurate electric movement, and the whole is mounted on a 
conforming plinth. The clock, with illuminating face, may be wall or ceiling 
mounted, or free standing to choice. Ref 4370

Overall width: 40 inches (100 cms).

PULLMAN Issue No: 3728

Wall Street Massive
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Tradition, originality and style have always made 
Louis Vuitton the most seductive and successful 
of brands. A dash of elegance, that crucial touch 
of sophistication in signature detail, and visionary 
acumen define the indelible appeal of the prestigious 
luxury French maker. The iconic quatrefoil and floral 
Monogramme canvas and checkerboard Damier 
pattern, both introduced in the late 19th century, 
and rare orange-hued Vuittonite material are all in 
a class of their own.
 
The internationally celebrated Malletier, founded by 
Louis Vuitton (1821-1892) in 1854, was a pivotal 
influence on modern luxury travel and continues to 
lead the field to this day.
 
As the pieces shown in this special supplement 
will illustrate, the very best period examples of 
the maker’s covetable cabin and courier trunks 
encompass a timeless design ethic that leaves 
no doubt as to the lasting fame of their antique 
luggage and rare accessories. 

Our full collection – the largest commercially 
available – may be viewed on our website 
www.pullmangallery.com
 

Brand View

www.pullmangallery.com

Illustrated: Georges Vuitton (1857-1936) seen here in 1913 
with a rare ‘Malle Fleurs’ (see pages 34 and 35).
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4346
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Malle Cigares: (opposite) a refined and 
elegant example of undeviating quality. Model 
number M11040 owed its origins to  
the bespoke travelling trunk designed for 
Leopold Stowkowski, British-born American 
orchestral conductor. Hinged doors open to 
reveal a finely appointed interior with provision 
for storing up to 1,000 cigars, and featuring a 
removable marquetry inlaid humidor, two  
drawers for cutters and other requisites,  
and nine further cedar-lined humidified 
drawers, calibrated in size, with decorative 
lacquered rosewood to the front and leather 
and brass pulls. Of recent manufacture, LV 
Monogramme pattern to the exterior and lid 
lined with suede. Malle Cigares are made 
strictly to special order, taking approximately 
nine months to completion. Height 38 inches 
(95 cms). Ref 4346

Grande Modele: timeless design from Louis 
Vuitton in the shape of an excellent 1920s 
Malle Chaussures. The spacious shoe trunk, 
with three removable trays to the interior and 
capacity for 20 pairs of shoes, is finished in 
signature Monogramme material. Width: 36 
inches (91 cms). Ref 4344

4346

4344
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Malle Armoire: a highly desirable 1920s wardrobe 
trunk in LV Monogramme, the spacious interior lined with 
orange Vuittonite contains six drawers. Brass and leather 
fitments, sturdy carrying handles, detachable shoecase 
and key are all original. Ref 4352.

Dimensions: 44 x 22 x 21 inches (112 x 56 x 53 cms). 
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Making the case: a rare and desirable Courier trunk, 
distinguishable by dark LV Monogramme canvas and ‘H.P’ 
initials, authentic brass fittings and leather trim, and dating 
from the 1920s. A reminder of a golden age for luxury travel, 
and retaining a perennial popularity to this day. Ref 4066

Length: 31½ inches (80 cms). 
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In celebration: (below) a very special edition of a Malle Fleurs, 
commemorating Louis Vuitton’s London Jubilee. The fabric lined 
interior bearing a brass badge inscribed LOUIS VUITTON’S 
LONDON JUBILEE 1885-1935. Marked LOUIS VUITTON, serial 
number 057328. Ref 4358

Length: 11½ inches (29 cms).

In miniature: (right) an exquisite example of a 1920s flower 
trunk in classic Monogramme fabric, the lock plate signed LOUIS 
VUITTON, the interior lined with paper recording French colonial 
expansion. Signed leather label, serial number 842952. Ref 4359

Length: 11 inches (28 cms). 

Flower trunks were exclusive, and never sold by the makers. Being 
offered as gifts to wives or companions of important clients, they 
were supplied with a zinc liner containing a flowering plant. When 
the plant died, the trunk could be returned to Vuitton to be fitted, 
for example, as a cigarette box or jewel casket. Their survival rate 
was rare, making perfect examples scarce today.

Malle Fleurs

Detail of interior badge (Ref 4358).
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iphone shown for scale
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Malle Courier: an extremely rare, all-leather trunk 
in fine original condition complete with interior trays, 
signed Louis Vuitton Paris, circa 1910. Note: The 
all-leather trunks were manufactured by Vuitton to 
special order only. They were considerably more costly 
than the Monogramme pieces and by comparison, 
relatively few examples were made. Ref 4349

Length: 40 inches (100 cms).  
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Malle Haute Courier: another extraordinary all-leather 
piece, the ‘Haute Courier’ was the tallest trunk produced 
by Vuitton. This is the only example of the model in all-
leather and is in exceptional condition with its interior 
fittings intact. Signed Louis Vuitton Paris, circa 1910. 
Ref 4397

Length: 44 inches (110 cms).
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Case history: a superior ‘Cube’ trunk 
covered in classic Vuitton Monogramme 
fabric. Entirely original, retaining all-leather 
trim and handles, brass corners and locks, 
and bearing initials DNT to one end. 
Ref 4222

Length overall: 24 inches (60 cms). 

Business & Pleasure: vintage ‘President’ 
briefcase, (the model first introduced in 
1956) in the classic canvas, with original 
Vuitton luggage label. Width 16 inches (41 
cms) Ref 4330 shown with a ‘Sac Golf’, 
leather and Monogramme canvas golf 
bag complete with 6 golf tees Ref 4362; 
and an unusual ‘Valise Chaussures’ (shoe 
case) in L. V. Monogramme canvas with 
brass trim, the interior with 12 individual felt 
compartments for shoes. Height: 24 inches 
(61 cms). All circa 1960. Ref 4382 

4222

4382

4362

4330
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Cigaresque: highly individual 1920s leather 
travel humidor, marked LV. The interior 
expertly relined in seasoned Spanish cedar 
wood. A hygrometer is fitted and removable 
covers ensure the contents are always 
properly stored. Ref 4369

Width: 13 inches (33 cms). 

4369

4221

Malle Courier: (above) all too rare 1920s 
Courier trunk in outstanding original 
condition, rendered in appealing orange 
Vuittonite canvas, with all-leather trim and 
handles, brass corners and locks. A quilted 
lid and detachable trays complement 
the interior. Vuittonite, a plain version of 
Monogramme was introduced in 1909. The 
first pieces were made for the Tsar of Russia 
as it is said that he disliked the Monogramme 
fabric. Ref 4221

Length overall: 44 inches (110 cms). 



The Fencer: enduringly seductive Art 
Deco gilt and enamel sculpture by Bruno 
Zach (1891-1935), undisputed master of 
erotic art. The figure of a sensual, semi-
clad female fencer mounted on original 
Brazilian onyx base; signed and stamped 
bronze socle, circa1930. Ref 2274

Height: 28 inches (70 cms).

Domme 
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Slave Girl: one of the rarest surviving 
Art Deco sculptures by revered Austrian 
artist Bruno Zach (1891-1935). A 
striking, large-scale bronze, depicting 
a submissive female nude, decorously 
covering her breasts. Signed B. Zach 
and mounted on original marble base. 
German, circa 1925. Ref 4361  

Height: 39 inches (99 cms).

Sub
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Of Austrian descent, and working chiefly 
in Berlin, Zach captured to perfection 
the racy, cosmopolitan demi-monde of 
Europe between two world wars.

Zach, admired by his sophisticated 
and discerning continental clientele, 
favoured Professionelles as models for 
his erotically charged figures, rashly 
proposing marriage to one of them. 

This ‘Slave Girl’ bronze is, at 39 inches 
(99 cms), the largest bronze created by 
Zach. It is also unusual as it depicts a 
submissive subject, vainly attempting 
to shield herself, whereas his bronzes 
normally portray dominant women, as in 
‘The Fencer’ opposite.
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Walk on the Wild Side

Some of the earliest pre-historic art features wildlife. The 
popular genre has evolved over centuries from cave and rock 
art and later watercolour drawings to the expressive work of 
the present day. Never has there been a time when wildlife or 
the vulnerability of the environment has figured so large in the 
collective consciousness. 

The work of contemporary British artist Dexter Brown, 
regarded as one of the world’s leading automotive artists, is 
well known to PULLMAN magazine readers. His studies of 
classic racing moments and grande marques, together with 
portraits of screen idols such as Marilyn Monroe and Steve 
McQueen, represents painterly professionalism at its best.

That said, the work of Dexter Brown is equally valued for the 
uncomplicated sincerity of his contribution to wildlife art. The 
subject of wildlife has been a long-held preferred interest for 
the artist, inspired to take up ornithology after viewing ground-
breaking BBC broadcasts by Sir David Attenborough and 
Armand and Michaela Denis. 

A sense of photographic realism combined with impressionistic 
brush marks define the acrylic on canvas works illustrated. 
Mute Swans in Flight is a tryptych of swans taking flight, 
created as the final image in a series of 10 studies of the genus 
Cygnus from 2007. Springbok, dating from 2004, forms part 
of a collection of Wildlife paintings exhibited at the Platform 
Gallery, Piccadilly. 

Dexter Brown (born 1942) has exhibited throughout the world 
since his debut show in North America in 1967, including 
exhibitions at the Royal Society of British Artists and the 
Society of Wildlife Artists, London.  

‘Mute Swans in flight’ (above) (2007). Acrylic on canvas, 
24 x 48 inches (61 x 122 cms).

‘Springbok’ (right) (2004). Acrylic on canvas, 40 x 60 inches 
(102 x 152 cms). 
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Centaur piece: highly expressive, monumental bronze sculpture 
by French-born artist François Bazin (1890-1943). A most 
accomplished interpretation of the dominant Art Deco style of the 
era, depicting the imposing presence of a Centaur derived from 
ancient Greek mythology. Mounted on a green marble plinth, signed 
and impressed PIÈCE UNIQUE 1924. Ref 4350

Height overall: 31 inches (79 cms).

This unique bronze was inspired by the automobile mascot created 
by Bazin for the French car manufacturer, UNIC, in the same year. It is 
likely that he was commissioned by UNIC to sculpt this monumental 
piece for a showroom or boardroom display.

Alpha Centauri


